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The fragile swagger of adolescence, the perverse wit of Violet Headmess, 

the abandon of the counter-culture, the eloquence of ambassadors with- 

out a country, and the poetic flight of disturbed romance are only a few 

of the properties expressed in Firefall’s many series. The space scientist 

who wants global warming, the psychiatrist who promotes chaos theory, 

the children growing up in a nature preserve, the web of community 

in the thrall of its spiders, and the society world of an accidental detective 

with a double mastectomy are the focus of others. Poetic, profound, and 

provocative in varying degree, the list offers much to enjoy and explore.

THe WaTer CHildren-tm http://www.firefallmedia.com/The-Water-Children.html

Gale ForCe Girls-tm http://www.firefallmedia.com/Gale-Force-Girls.html

MysTerious Mr. BloT-tm http://www.firefallmedia.com/The-Complete-Blot.html

VioleT HeadMess-tm http://www.firefallmedia.com/violet-headmess.html

THe uninaCTion-tm http://www.firefallmedia.com/The-Floor-is-yours.html

PseudonyMous-tm http://www.firefallmedia.com/pseudonymous-series-tm.html

sCienCe FiCTion By sCienTisTs-tm http://scifi-experiment.firefallmedia.com/

sCiFire-tm http://www.firefallmedia.com/iced.html

CulT oF THe CounTer CulTure-tm http://www.firefallmedia.com/handmade-lives.html

Hallie MarsH MysTeries-tm http://mz.firefallmedia.com

WW2 MeMoirs - non-combat non-fiction narratives from the atlantic & Pacific

MelTinG PloTs - Cross-cultural conflicts uniquely resolved

CaliFornia sTreeT - short story journalism and narrative non-fiction

new series in 2017-18-19
THe HiGHland sea-tm - TiTled & unTiTled sCoTTisH arisToCraTs in War & PeaCe.

MeTeCH-tm - ClaiMinG THe FuTure oF all THinGs diGiTal and Media.

PoeMs-inTo-sonGs - a slaP on THree CHeeks; MusiC For a neW dePression

searCHinG For sCienCe - THe PoeTry oF aWe: naTural, FaT-Free, & Free-ranGe

new books are in the pipeline for all of the series. some series intersect, 

as the titles will indicate. The best books (with the best reviews as well) 

are in the Pseudonymous series. other series like the Gale Force Girls, 

Violet Headmess, angels in alaska, and the nob Hill novels have easy 

commercial appeal with different audiences.
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series in ProGress
new and continuing

THe PseudonyMous series-tm

The Ghost of Teec nos Pos
Greenlings 
on the Crest of Time
don't drink the eye drops dream rider

THe WaTer CHildren-tm

Blue Turtle Moon Queen
Melika and the Magic leaf
Give Me Back (2018)

indian Princess Gold (2019)

THe CulT oF THe CounTer-CulTure-tm

Handmade lives 
Corner Company (2019)

incisions (2019)

rio arriba (2021)

THe CoMPleTe Mr. BloT-tm

Mysterious Mr. Blot in which we discover him

never distrust an asparagus
Chants of the Hokapot Clan (2019)

The Fog line
The Feed your Food Color Cookbook

noB Hill noVels-tm

secrets in Time
The Missing Mother
The a-list Murders
love to die For
Mystery of the Mermaid
21 Huntington Court

WW2 MeMoirs

Major V P Marran

MasTers oF Vision

The last living Master

MysTeries oF ForTune

Gold-Blooded
Fused
Wet Paint

VioleT HeadMess sHoCk noVels-tm

Zero is the Hero
Third naked Virgin
The ice Cream Wars

liBido BeaCH-tm

The ice Cream Wars
Players and Puppet Masters
shift-alt-delete

THe HiGHland sea-tm  

largie Castle: a rifled nest
The inhertance: the Moss of Cree
The Glengarry dragon (2019)

sCienCe FiCTion By sCienTisTs-tm

seeds of aril
a Planet Called Happiness
death by Paradox
Betrayal-Battle-storm

sCiFire / learninG-tm

iced: the swan song of the south Pole
Child of the song
digital natives
The abattoir of Wonder  (2019)

PHoToGraPHy / arT

Glimmins
seedlings
Free-For-all
saltwater Flats
adam & yves

Journals / diaries / ConFessions

The road to ojo sarco (2019)

dr. Greencard (2020)

California street 1 - 3

MelTinG PloTs-tm (FaMily leGends)
looking for Both of us
The Tsar's engraver
Viva la Justicia! (2019)
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The Highland Sea-tm

non-fiction narratives

larGie CasTle - a riFled nesT

A Gladstone-Macdonald-Lockhart descendant searches in her ancestral past 
to trace the traumas of her childhood. The fortunes of the her Macdonald
mother are severely terminated, when the disappearance of her brother in 
WW2 deprives Largie castle of its Lord. The only clan in Scotland that has hung
on to its land since the 14th century declines in crisis. Mary Gladstone, after
coming of age, sets out to fill the emptiness at her family’s center. Her quest is
like that of her Lockhart ancestor who rode to the crusades with the heart of
King Robert the Bruce. In the years after WW2, Largie castle, roofless through
neglect, was reduced to a rubble of stones and with it the author’s own sense
of self and family.

THe Moss oF Cree: a sCoTTisH CHildHood

An adventure in childhood. As the first daughter of a second son, Mary 
Gladstone’s memories of growing in a farming community unlike any other are
complex and full with contradiction. Her Gladstone father, a fearless bomber
pilot and squadron leader, survives WW2 against all odds. Returning in retreat
to his 200 acre farm, he attempts a quiet life, as he lacks the ambition of his
great-great grandfather who owned 2,500 slaves on nine plantations across 
the Atlantic (He was paid by the Crown to give them up). Instead, this Glad-
stone raises three feisty daughters and a son to follow his lead. The book is 

a Cinderella story, of traveling from the midden to the surprise of Paris balls. 
A sequel is in progress. 
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4 CDs, 4 hours 28 min., 0-915090-55-6
hardcover - 9780915090594 - 222 pages   

American Standards

A Smart Frown on the Political 
Clown in All of Us: 

circus season, in poetry

A memoir of medical experience 
and improvisational command

in WWII; rescuing the RAF

in paperback and as digital download
at Audible / Amazon / iTunes

4th Brain Experiments

AMBITION IS AN IMPLANT

The mega-rich, adding new
letters to the genetic alphabet,
implant a runaway dancer
with a 4th brain (around our
existing 3), making her life 
illegal, but with the help of 
a rogue scientific community
in Washington, she tries to rise
to the level of astronaut, to 
escape her earthly destiny, yet
the unexpected detours her at
every turn. 2019: hard, soft, audio,
fiction: 9781939434586
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science fiction by scientists-tm

THE TRILOGY by R.M. Robinson
“Visionary” “Worldbuilding” - Publishers Weekly

Science Fiction by Scientists-tm

Earth seeds the universe with new life but aliens may reap the benefits. 

Firefall's Science Fiction by Scientists-tm series flowers with cosmic wonder in

these highly original novels. Here the dramatic perspective on human evolution

creates an epic universe unforeseen and unrealized till now in a family epic 

and next genesis romance-tm.

"Death by Paradox’s main conceit of realistic science fiction makes for 

fascinating and enlightening world building. Exotic alien life and the evolution 

of human interstellar society and technology will immediately hook anyone who

is interested in peeking over the edges of scientific understanding..." 

Booklist (The American Library Association)

The author, a former program director at the U.S. National Science Foundation,

was born, in his own words, “200 years before the start of galactic exploration”.
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Hallie Marsh
Mysteries

The Complete Series

“Enchanting” “Engaging” 
“Enjoyable”  “A Winner”

Publishers Weekly

Hallie Marsh, accidental detective, and
the heroine of six novels, reinvents her-
self after breast cancer. In each case, she
searches for the killer by sifting through
the secrets of the A-list she was born to.
Surrounded by medical expertise and
malfeasance, she evolves confidently, 
as the mystery within begins to reflect
the mystery without. Yet, from the 
beginning, she realizes her calling: 
to do good. After all, charity is large,
public, and blessed; crime is small, 
secretive, and destructive...In Hallie’s 
society set, life may be seen as fragile, 
indulgent, and rewarding at the same
time. Still, the joy of the moment can 
reverse in an instant, as personal history
alters itself in her self-defining city.

Romantic Mysteries

Fast and Fun Reads 

Death as an injustice
was never so cosy!

firefall originals-tm

http://www.firefallmedia.com
prize@att.net

©
 2010-15 firefallm

edia, all rights reserved
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Libido Beach-tm

Libido Beach is a fictional hamlet where inhibitions are lost, found and fought over. 
Here three inventive novelists interpret this singular setting with entertaining results. 

The ice Cream Wars

Evian Bloodmelt tries her hand at novelty ice cream and finds she has 
a special talent for it, however hard her competition tries to defeat her.

Players & Puppet Masters

Jonas & Siesta host the world. Jonas and Siesta pilot themselves into a new TV 
series while the station execs, Shawn and Aoife, try to guide them to play to 
audience needs. What was a simple set of relationships grows ever more complex,
episode by episode, as the public participates.

shift-alt-delete

A photographer re-imagines his world, by accident and choice. His runs for office
to destroy it. His tactic, of kidnapping the election, leads to chaos...When Visualizer 
Ian Dane blindly decides to run for mayor, his plan for city hall is to level it. His 
campaign tactics include kidnapping and hiring a SWAT team. Backing him, his 
new wife demands help in creating a vineyard on their sand bar island. Meanwhile,
the sitting mayor rents an abandoned missile base to a think tank that treats the 
community as a laboratory for advances in spying. The disparate characters quickly 
become deeply involved with each other. The weave of comedy and drama is an 
intriguing treat.
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Shock Novels

ZERO
IS 

THE
HERO

a shock novel
by violet headmess

Zero is the Hero
The lead screamer in an all-girl band gives full voice to her life at the 
outer limits of the San Francisco rave scene.

Third naked Virgin
Evian Bloodmelt screams again. After her all girl band implodes, Evian
reclimbs the stage alone to reclaim the raw identity she was born with. 
Violet Headmess re-invents her own world as well. Evian’s puppet-master 
and her own personality led to fame and infamy in Zero is the Hero. Now, 
on release from the asylum, she and her Brat-man ride through gold country 
refilling ATM machines with her voice. To cut the strings of self-destruction, 
she must free herself of secret controls. With bounty-hunters tracking her,
she returns to the coast home of her childhood, and then races back to 
San Francisco to compete head-on, by taking the name of her puppet-
master, to help her achieve and escape the fame she celebrates and lusts 
for. Yes, Evian’s mom, sister Stacey, and Brat-man are back with her in 
all their improvisational glory.
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SciFire-tm

SciFi of Now  

Scitle -tm

The Swan Song of the South Pole:
space weather also has a mind

of its own.

A noire space musical 
& genesis romance-tm

Masters of Vision-tm

A road novel across photo-
graphic time: fictional memoir

2019: The poetry of 
mindful mending
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Scope is all,
when fear reigns:
fictional memoir

Fortune kills: The rich 
enjoy their own justice

The Last Family to Live
in Barmoor Castle:

auto-biography

A White House cameraman
and his NASA wife plot

sentient life in the future 

Mysteries of Fortune-tm
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Match-point comedy: a high
school tennis super-star, 
mentored by recurring 
hallucinations, journeys to 
rediscover his swagger after 
a humiliating defeat. His 
supporting cast begin their
own series, after recognizing
the futility of role-playing in 
a star’s life. “The book never
loses its edgy sense of humor,
even in its sweeter moments. 
I couldn't help but cheer for
the hero, no matter how funny
he is. I can't wait to see this
take shape on the big screen!"
Jenna Kim Jones, 
The Daily Show

Future FirstsYoung Sport

Space mirrors Earth in the warp
of love and weave of war...A
free-floating world of surprise 
in three novellas: murder as 
a shortcut to romance sets the
first tale in motion; the adven-
ture in the second involves a
large blimp that the expedition
brings along for travel on Mars. 
The last story is a set-piece 
for lunar military planners, an
exciting technical manual for
battle strategists on the moon.
These stories in their realism 
are the future of our space
pioneers. "The plots are solid
extended intellectual exercises."
Publisher's Weekly
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“coy, mysterious, sexy” Booklist 
André Optic meets Sara Berlin
a historical romance circa 1990

“very enjoyable” KFOG
“a racy romance” BJR

Love on the Run at Golden Gate

The Pseudonymous Series-tm in Print

The criminal is also the victim
in this strange romance.
“Prismatic eloquence” 

Kathryn Delappe

a procedural romance:
a classic in the art of vision

“jolting...a swift, quirky tale”
Publisher’s Weekly
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Seedlings
the Canyon kids

growing up in a nature preserve

0-915090-16-3    84 pages   paper

glimmins
of the Western woods

a photo story book
0-915090-18-X    64 pages   paper  

the reds, the whites, and the blues
theme and variation on the flag
0-915090-02-3  64 pages  paper 

“Powerful and very personal images 
of contemporary America” New York Times 

an artist’s arrival
in 52 duotone photographs & 7 poems
64 pages, perfect bound, collectible

Photography
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“a satire/celebration of the American craze for 
painting the colors of the flag all over the landscape”

Ken Wlaschin - London Film Festival, 1977
5 minute 35mm film, 0-915090-76-7

The Floor is Yours
Freud Comes to the UN to Celibrate 

his 150th Birthday - 2006 Documentary
46 minute video, SD NTSC DVD: 
available from Film Media Group

Music for a New Depression

Songs of a Native Oracle:
An arrow to the heart of Washington;

poetry, 31 minutes: Audible
9780915090365  70 pages  paper,

Films, Videos, Audios

webfooted friends ChanCe & Change

Berkeley 1969
iconic imagery newly animated
in a 12 minute narrative film:
documentary: in production
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Young/New Adult - The Gale Force Girls -tm

Fast, long, last, smart, the
runners and jumpers of the
girls' track team graduate 
to the real world. Without 
a real coach, talent still finds
its level. The girls’ track
team is a footnote to the
boys’. Severn, Terri, and
Likely, the long leg girls,
find their stride and their
pride as they engage them-
selves in one competition
after another during the
spring season. It’s also prom
and year-book, and grad
time, and the girls, as the
school council, are respon-
sible for events. Of course,
they involve the boys, who
love to surprise.

The Perfect Beach Read. 
A lifeguard's first summer 
season is a seaweed-jelly-fish
soup of mind-melting drama.
Lost at sea in herself, a star
swimmer dives into the dan-
gerous waters of lifeguarding
at a private beach. She finds
the shore-line to be a quick-
sand of crime and herself a
target, protected and threat-
ened in turn. Here the oppor-
tunities of summer are multi-
webbed with danger for her
and her friends. The Gale
Force Girls remain a winning
team, but their transition 
from youth to adulthood is
more imperfect, more con-
flicted, more promising and
inevitable than they’d ever
imagined.
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Story-poems in which the world tries to define Mr. Blot, give him shape, a mate, and a 
normal weather, but he goes his own way always. Still, he prevails, with wit and a wink and
whatever else words offer. His whimsical shape leads him from a northern beach resort, to a

dry desert town, to the shadows of a distant mountain, to the farthest reaches of outer space.

0-915090-12-0, 64 pages, paperbound 0915090-10-4, 44 pages, paperbound

0-915090-09-0  (1979), 64 pp, paperbound Audio CD, 44 min, with blooper track  (2015)
Read by Elihu Blotnick and the Butter Sisters
digital download on Audible and iTunes.

Whimsey for Children & Adults



Audio Excellence
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Andre Optic Meets Sarah Berlin
Read by Elihu Blotnick & Jacqueline Ford 
5 hours, 23 min., 4 CDs, 978-1-939434-89-0
Also, digital download on Audible and iTunes.

Poetry in Performance 

A gift of place, mood & vision for 
a cold wet night in San Francisco
30 min CD, 0-915090-85-3, $9.25  

San Francisco Adventures 
short story journalism 
& narrative non-fiction

4 hours 31 min., 4 CDs, 0915090-98-3
And as digital download on Audible / iTunes
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Growing Up Gifted

The restaurant game, played with leaves for props, leads Melika
to an artful mission: protecting the forest against a false spring.
Story: Elihu Blotnick. Reader: Apple Butter; 16 min, 1 CD 

The voice of time in 21 layers of mind:
a story of a newly American girl, who finds 
her place in the world, by way of art, family 
travel and her own voice fiction, 166, illust

Learning Well
-tm

The 4th R, rendering the 
remote, in theory & practice;

CD & print
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This audio novel is a good start to a new series. 
The narration is...infused with the youthfulness 

and charm of Plum Butter, the 10 year old narrator."
School Library Journal 136 mins - 2 CDs, 0915090929

novels of Growing up in a Woodland nature Preserve in a drought

The October Book (2019)

Audio & Print

The November Book (2020)

Audio & Print

The original Water Children
the inspiration for the series
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1979 - 2011

San Francisco Adventures 

short story journalism 

& narrative non-fiction:

More original stories, many 

unseen or unavailable till 

now, revisited by the author 

and newly edited, with an 

emphasis on defining the

nature of art. 

“Cultural revelations” 

Robinson Joyce

9780915090570 

180 pages, 43 illustrations  paper

the gift of time

1968 - 1980

A personal journey through 

a varied and evolving world by an

imagist who helped create the cult

of the counter-culture.

Eleven seminal stories, each

resonant with a new character

voice: from the beginning of

electronic games, at the advent

of credit cards, during a surge

of alien claims on the U.S., and

when fountain pens, the flag,

and Woody Allen were fash-

ionable.

“fascinating and frightening”  
Pacific Historian

176 pages (30 photographs) 

paperbound, 0-915090-21-X
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(Sub)Cultures

non-fiction: maternal memoir
Cared for by a large family, while her mother
(singer Gogi Grant) toured and performed,
Jeri Brown grew up to find herself in Den-
mark pregnant with her own child. Twenty
years later, Jeri returned in search of the
daughter she'd left behind for state adoption.
268 pgs, hardcover, 978-0915090-53-2

A heavy book for light readers.
Intelligence comes in many forms.
Inspired Free Willy; fiction
204 pgs  hardcover 9780915090280

Russia in theU.S.

The real Fort Ross revisited
by oligrachs & academics 

Satiric slices from Scotland
2019

Highland Wit
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(Counter)Cultures

“They lived our dream!” sayeth the White Rabbit.

A collective memoir; 44 intimate narratives which detail the life 
of a small California hill town, that burned and rebuilt, that
fought the water company and won, and in the process made
worldwide news in the late 1960s.

HANDMADE LIVES is a cultural cross-section of a time 
and place still evolving: the legacy of the love generation.

Inside the handmade houses, of Canyon California 1967-74, 
the flower children fully flowered and grew their own 
rebellious and poetic children, who turned away from 
the unrestrained experiments of their parents, yet 
took their understanding from them. 

216 pages, 49 illustrations; non-fiction
hardcover - 0-915090-15-5 
paperback - 0-915090-34-1 
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San Francisco

"a fast and fun read"  
Carolyne Zinko, SF Chronicle

"engaging" - Marshall D. Norris

"everything a reader could want" 
F Moreland Johns

The Reading Experience
No one knows the inner workings 
of San Francisco society better 
than native Merla Zellerbach, 
former editor of the Nob Hill 
Gazette, and for 23 years a
columnist with the San Francisco 
Chronicle. This, her 7th novel, is 
a chance to closely experience the 
entanglements of a powerful 
newspaper dynasty, and enjoy 
the family's secrets over time 
in the city of love.

9780915090303  292 pgs  

Fashion history in artful caricature

Gladys Perint Palmer has mastered
irreverence in inks and washes. A
fashion illustrator and commentator
with a quick wit and an insider's
eye, she’s been widely published.
The rhythmic elegance of her art
over the years is best expressed 
in her take on history. Seizing and
slaying selected moment, in which
the great fashion makers of the
world shine, Gladys Perint Palmer
unravels the weave of history to
show us some of the more beautiful
and revealing threads. The book 
is superbly designed by Rod Dyer, 
and contains a defining introduction
by the editor, Elihu Blotnick, on the
nature of art.

978193943999, hardcover, 
216 pages, 190 illustrations, 
$95, signed, collectable

Fashion
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Sports Health

Elite Athlete with a difference
Record Setter - Boston - 2012

With charm, wit, and revealing
honesty, Helene Hines tells the
inspiring story of her refusal 
to be defeated and her winning
ways. Against all odds, relentless, 
defying limits, she gives herself
reason to smile...In her final
year of college, she experienced 
a paralysis that soon left, only 
to return at 30 and cripple her
systemically. With fierce deter-
mination and the help of her
husband however, she slowly 
recovered. Told she would never
walk again, she soon was run-
ning in marathons and winning
in her class. She has gone on
winning, challenging herself
with ever more difficult races.
Non-fiction memoir.

This comprehensive textbook of primary 
care otology emphasizes both diagnostic
techniques and non-surgical therapeutics.
Dr. Pender cuts across the traditional 
boundaries that separate the different 
components of modern otology and 
integrates information from audiology, 
psychology, pharmacology, anatomy and
other areas of study. The text presents a 
practical approach to the management 
of otologic problems.

The author is Dr. Daniel J Pender. 
Associate Clinical Professor of Oto-
laryngology, Columbia University,
American College of Surgeons,
International Otopathology Society,
New York Otological Society

268 pages, hardcover; release: 2020

Textbooks
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Barbara Robinson James Littlejohn

the firefall family of authors

Simon Sitwell        Mary Gladstone
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M Merla Zellerbach (1930-2014)                     Tom Pope

Sarah Eve Elihu    Elihu Blotnick



Limited Editions by Elihu Blotnick printed for September 2010 
exhibition at the OK Harris Gallery, Soho, New York.
Inquiries are invited.
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Editions
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Posters



Photographic Art from Firefall Books
past - present - future

are the origin of our editions.
Prints have been exhibited widely,

from the Museum of Modern Art in Paris
to the OK Harris Gallery in Soho.

Inquire as to pricing and availability.

30

Editions
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Posters

Originally created for a California 
Department of Mental Health 
Wellness campaign, Firefallmedia 
will be reprinting these for public 
sale and for campaigns in other 
states. Inquiries are invited.



On-site availability through Paypal or Square is the fastest route to purchase.
Prices subject to change without notice. Availability varies.

Special discounts are offered to trade buyers:

bookstores.firefallmedia.com

museums.firefallmedia.com

libraries.firefallmedia.com

Books can also be ordered from Brodart, 

Ingram and on various ecommerce sites.

ebooks available from Apple istore and Kobobooks,

Audiobook downloads from Audible.com and the Apple store.

Inquiries for licensing of serial, mass market, film, and other rights:
literary@att.net  - Expanded Licensing Catalog available on special request.

Locations

We have, besides our current base near San Francisco, offices on the outskirts of

New York, Southerness, and Paris. The center will shift with the project and the

focus of the moment, but Washington is distribution, San Francisco production,

New York editorial, and Paris, so far, is just for the fun of it.

Speakers Bureau

In regard to performances, readings, and panels,

many of our authors are available to contribute their 

expertise and talent to the success of recognized events, 

on a pre-arranged fee-basis. Inquire as to availability.

Book Clubs

For special discounts and discussion materials:
bookclubs.firefallmedia.com

Financial

We do not subscribe to D&B, nor provide them with information. However,

for business purposes, we will provide banking letters of credit, as needed.

Terms
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a transformation company

m a s t e r i n g o u r r e m o t e

tm

Metech

Affiliates 

-tm

-tm

-tm

1across.com - consulting
metech.us - the 4th R 

scifun.us - science facilities
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Digital gets physical

the revolution reinvented 

Sim-Books-tm - an alternative future for the ebook

Firefallmedia bridges the digital-paper divide with a new delivery system, by introducing USB-
Books-tm and Sim-Books-tm, to enhance the versatility of ebooks, and overcome e-resistance.

San Francisco - August 4, 2010  - Firefallmedia has created a novel form of book distribution to
bridge the digital-paper divide. Ebooks in physical form, in the customized shape of micro-usb-
credit-cards and micro-sim-playing cards, will be ready for launch in November. Consumers,
through their purchases, will decide which size and style prevails. The portable, plug-in any-
where cards, may contain a single book, an e-series, or a select suite from the publisher’s catalog
and will be priced at $8, $29, and $79 respectively. The five books in Firefall’s Pseudonymous
Series-tm, for example, will sell for $29 on a single card. The cards will use the different reader
ports available, directly or through adapters. Separate holders - wallets and playing card cases -
may also function as adapters. Developed by Elihu Blotnick, author, and editor-at-large, as a
way to smooth the way forward, these digideck libraries should ease many concerns. “Of
course, they’ll create new ones too,” Blotnick said, "Meanwhile, ebook ecards will work well
enough. Innovation is easy, when we piece it together from parts already around us.” The chief
concern that Blotnick is referring to is the fact that few people want to read a book on a com-
puter. “It's like licking plasticized ice cream,” according to Robinson Joyce, Firefall’s publisher,
“No one wants to buy a disappearing act or be bled by corporate greed either. Arbitrary locks
and changing rules make us feel like fools. If you buy the Brooklyn Bridge, at least it won’t
dis-  appear on you.” At the same time, no one wants to carry unnecessary baggage on vacation
or lose their freedom to travel on Earth or in space. “NASA take note,” Blotnick said, “Books
can be beamed down or up, but travelers still prefer to possess at least an ounce of personal
worth.” Firefall Mini-Decks-tm, Sim-books-tm, and BookDecks-tm may or may not be the wave
of the  future, but testing shows positive. The reading experience comes alive: you again possess
what you pay for. You can plug it in anywhere without limitation as to device and time limit.
You own it, you can even lend it. It’s like a tape, a record, a DVD, only smaller. “Let the experi-
ment begin,” Joyce announced. And in due course, Firefall will also have a shufflebook card
that, in random read mode, offers books by surprise. "Bookdecks will also be available as all
hearts - romances, all clubs - war stories - or as a fixed mixed deck Our original offerings will
include  the books of   the Pseudonymous Series-tm, singly or complete; the Blot Books-tm,
WW2 in  the Atlantic and Pacific, a new authors series, and Merla Zellerbach's mysteries,"
Joyce added. Firefallmedia is a trade publisher with an eclectic list of titles and fine, significant
reviews.

firefall originals
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firefallmedia.com 
firefall-literary.com 
firefallfilms.com 
littleknowngallery.com 
ww2memoirs.com
libidobeach.com

AUTHORS’ HOME PAGES
merlazellerbach.com 
violetheadmess.com 

ECOLOGY
e-cosy.com
ecosy.co
ecoinlaw.com 
eco-echo.us    
eco-echoes.com
bioprize.com
redwoodcanyon.com
twentyfivemillion.com 

MUSIC

blue-loves.com
lostshoerecords.com 
alien-country.com
lostshoeblues.com   

LAW
lawandthelayman.com  
lawlover.com 

MEDIA

usb-book(s).com       
usbreads.com   
shift-alt-delete.com    
sim-book(s).com
win-to-play.com
1across.com(net)
login.pm
look-first.com

BOOK / FILM-TITLES
mrblot.com  
lovinglicks.com     
greenlings.com 
(g)glimmins.com 
blotbooks.com
blot-books.com
infinite-revolution.com
universalimperatives.com
gold-blooded.com

EDUCATIONAL
metech.us  
scifun.us
no-tax.us

FILM
spacespa.net

COOKING-HEALTH
skinnywatermelon.com
borndelicious.com
born-beautiful.com
redwoodlight.com 
gifting-well.com
well-well.com

MISC - ACTIVE / IN CONSTRUCTION
backtothewell.com    
ifyouknowwhatyouwant.com       
unitedmentalhealth.com 
mermaidmystery.com
emptyholsters.com
trueblond.net
goodcherry.net
blondcherry.com
streamlanes.com
galeforcegirls.com
sinistergram.com
playing.green
mysongtitle.com

Net Properties
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Notes

Throughout the Pseudonymous Series-tm, women play a dominant, expert role. In

Don't Drink the Eye Drops, Dream Rider, Dr. Alisa Grey is the professional in charge,

trying to create a future for herself. Her quest determines the visual fate and the fate 

of vision for the other characters. Of course she too is at the mercy of her abilities, but

even defeats increase her expertise. In Greenlings, Andrea Rose Kelley is the winning

professional, teaching the lazy lustful male narrator to run. In On the Crest of Time, 

Sara Berlin is an astro-chemist, seeking to unite her scientific, cultural, and romantic

quests, and the male protagonist must help or fail her. In Zero is the Hero, the narrator

this time is a woman making her own way in the underground music world.

Most of the books are written by men, and narrated by male characters, but the women

are the experts and lead the way. The men must go to them for guidance. Sometimes

the women stumble, mislead, or act out badly, but all learn and expand their horizons.

Though these books are part of a series, they are unique, originals, yes, one of a kind.

However, they stand or fall on their own. So do the female characters in the books. 

The men come to them for assistance, submit themselves to the feminine experience

and expertise, and both suffer and benefit accordingly. 

That the books are happening this way isn't a matter of design or intention, but an 

expression of the literary moment. We are happy to present it, and push our authors 

accordingly, to develop their characters to the fullest. No doubt they will change in

time, but hopefully be enjoyable indefinitely.
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Gold in Disguise: 

Photographs for the Future

All color is fugitive; its permanence is an illusion. However, by combining photographic 

principles with nanotechnology, we can in theory produce true permanence and a new 

art form. Firefallmedia is preparing to take the oldest visual dream into reality.

Alexandria, VA - June 5, 2006 -- To develop a new art form, based on the subtleties 

and permanence of gold chloride and its light sensitivity, Firefallmedia today created 

a new division, that will be fully operational within one year, its mission: to achieve 

full-color, archival, image stability in the same print within the coming decade. By 

combining solutions chemistry and nano-technology, we will succeed, according 

to Robinson Joyce, managing director of the new division.

The need exists. Even now in the 21st century, permanence, in art and science, 

in documentation and representation, is only approximate. The long life of color is 

an illusion. The plant, petroleum and synthetic dyes that we currently use can indeed 

hold fast a long time, but those based on the most stable of metals last longest. Indeed

permanent imagery now is limited to the black and white produced by light-sensitive

gold, silver and platinum salts.

This project, code-named The Gold Standard, is in effect a step backward, away

from digital representations, to a new synthesis of organic and physical chemistry. The

great English chemist Sir John Herschel experimented 150 years ago toward this goal, 

of visibility through gold. The full complement of tools weren’t available then. They 

are now.

The primary problem has been that gold salts, as a photographic medium, will

yield all colors easily except for yellow.

Black and white photography is commonly based on the light-sensitivities of 

silver nitrate.Gold chloride is an alternative, but the results are so humidity sensitive 

that the resulting prints can be red, blue, brown or black. The only color gold won’t 

give normally is yellow, because the particle size must be infinitesimally small, for yellow
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to appear. If it did, and yellow, blue, red and black could be achieved in a single print, 

all colors would then be produced, as with a modern printing press.

Given advances in nanotechnology it should now be possible to set the size of a gold

particle, so that different layers with different sized particles can be uniformly distributed 

in sequence, to produce muted primary colors and a true four-color image, rather similar 

to the results of lithographic four-color printing.

Mike W. (PhD chemist, Oxford), Rondal Partridge (photographer, printer for the

Imogen Cunningham Trust, and her last living son), and Elihu Blotnick, image-maker,

wordsmith, and researcher are the principals involved in this effort.

By teaming established chemists and artists in a fully-equipped laboratory in order 

to create photographic permanence with gold, for high-end wine labels as well as medical

markers and the needs of NASA on space missions, we intend to ensure that the new art-

technology proposed will find its needed place. For further info, call Annie Azoulai, 

Communications VP at Firefallmedia.

gold print - © 2005 Rondal Partridge



Mission

A personal, many-windowed, literary realism: 

to visualize and reveal the otherwise invisible - the unique, at a near distance - 

"to be the penthouse of the imagination-tm" - and to ultimately produce  

a completely visual novel, in the heat of transformation.

Firefall as a name was originally applied to events in California's Yosemite Valley early 

in the past century. Burning embers from wood fires were pushed off the cliff in a

1,000 foot shower of sparks every summer night. This was outlawed, brought back,

and outlawed again. Seventy five years later at the fiftieth anniversary of the Golden

Gate Bridge in San Francisco, master fireworks makers from France transformed the

bridge dramatically. They lined the length of the central span with fireworks that 

exploded simultaneously, creating a cascade of intense beauty, that fell colorfully, 

reflectively, on the dark rippling water below.  Then, in 1979 at a rodeo in Livingston

Montana, fireworks dropped to within arms reach of the crowd in the grandstands.

The audience stared enraptured at the sparks extinguishing just above them...Our 

experience of these events in actual and literary fact inspired the imprint and its 

definition. Indeed our publishing goal is to lift powerful voices from the well of

anonymity, to release the heat of literary fever, and to spark the air with insight. 

In time we will develop the visual novel, a new American idiom, and a future-vision.

Yes, we even seek to develop a cosmic form of communication that will inspire NASA. 

No, we won't always succeed. Some projects are stepping stones, sharp and 

slippery at once, some smooth and holding, others are landmarks, uneroded by time.

We aim to be special and lasting. Of course, the higher the reach the longer the fall,

but the more spectacular the flames...So, yes, our imaginative reach is greater than our

actual grasp, and not every book will ignite, delight and shower down on an audience.

But every book is a new experiment, and our grasp becomes firmer and stronger with

each release. In these days of electronic virtuosity, of voiceless sightless communication,

we are trying to bring the audible, tactile and visual to a new level. We decided to

begin in the present though, and our first book under the Firefall imprint was 

literally about injecting vision into the eye. It is a completely unique and important

book...This is the origin and the reasoning behind Firefallmedia's initial success.
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It was also our first book in the Pseudonymous Series-tm. As fireworks don't 

reveal the powder maker or the cannon shape, so each participating author prefers his

or her dark anonymity, to let the light be his book. Yes, the use of pseudonyms does get

attention, and it is a marketing strategy, but it also allows the authors freer expression.

It relates the books without making them dependent on each other. They become an

extension of imagist thinking.

The subjects are shared universals: the limits of vision, cultures in conflict, and

the physicality of running, but the setting is San Francisco. Each book begins in a dif-

ferent neighborhood, and at once fictionalizes and factualizes the city, one of the most

popular in the world, but primarily visited for its scenic wonder. In our novels, the city

is a game board mapping the fate of its players. Accordingly, the characters are local but

quirky in their own right and, like most Americans, have a family history that began in

Europe, and that can be returned to. Yet, everyone is transformed by the American ex-

perience. But romance in motion, the varieties of vision, and cultural change are uni-

versals. That is, they are a shared condition, independent of specific locality. And each

book becomes a world in itself. Then doors open.

POLITICAL POSTURE: A SIMPLE PERSPECTIVE: - stepping back to explore the language 

of politics and the politics of language, we find that logic can’t fulfill all expectations.

The only judge that matters is the Earth itself. In this frame of mind, two books 

A Slap on Three Cheeks and Music for a New Depression explore the open lust 

for power as well as its subtle expression. Prescriptive politics are not in our interest.

Realistic, actively engaged politics across the human spectrum, in spite of collateral

damage, is always needed. Leaping forward blindly is often the only way, however. 

We can’t change the past or create an equilibrium that lasts forever, but we should 

provide the tools for everyone to have a chance, and teach the tools, but we are under

no further obligation. The Earth is too populated and already slapping us backward.

We can and will grow a fourth brain, but it will not make us immortal. Nonetheless,

seeking, striving, succeeding should always be our goal. Firefall Originals presents a 

variety of other perspectives for your edification and enjoyment, and our own, without

advocating which to choose. Each release stands on its own, and as with everyone, to

each her own. 
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from Seedlings, by Elihu Blotnick, © 2009, all rights reserved

_________________________

Novels of Photography

On the Crest of Time - pg 8

Dream Rider - pg 8

Ghost of Teec Nos Pos - pg 13

The Last Living Master - pg 10

_________________________

Firefall Editions, Firefallfilms, Firefall
Audio, BBM Assoc., and California
Street are Imprints of Firefallmedia. 
LostShoeRecords, Alien-Country, 
and Blue-Loves are among our labels.

All series, imprints, and labels are registered or trademark pending.


